
Cut line 

Valley fold

Mountain fold

Glue together

Insert (Do not apply glue)

Glue up to this line

Glue tab

Tools

Keep scissors and glue away from small children. 

Be careful not to cut your fingers when using scissors.

Caution

Assembly Instructions

1: Carefully cut out the parts.

2: Fold along the dotted lines, making mountain or valley folds 
    as indicated.

3: Attach the glue tabs on each part to assemble the model.
    (Read the assembly instruction for more information.)

4: Attach the parts in order.
    (Read the assembly instruction for more information.) 

5: Your paper craft model is finished!

Scissors, glue (We recommend craft glue.)

Explanation of Symbols
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Party Hat
This versatile party hat can be worn at all 
kinds of events. Choose from child size or 
adult size. It makes a great item to liven 
up a kids' birthday celebration or a party 
event with friends.
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Assemble the party hat

1.Fold along the fold lines on           , and attach them in numerical order. Next, fold along the fold lines on     , and attach it to parts           .

Take care to follow the order correctly.

Attach the two glue tabs on            first, 
and then attach the others.

2.Fold along the fold lines on           , attach them together, and attach the part to           .

Attach the two large glue tabs on 
          , and then attach the 
four small glue tabs.

Large glue tabs

Small glue tabs

3.Glue      to    , and      to     , and attach these to             in numerical order.

Do not glue      to      or      to      yet. After attaching         to           , then attach        .
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4.Connect            together, and slip over           .

Choose whichever color you prefer to make.

5.Choose from parts            and decorate the hat as you like.

Assemble the band and the text

6.You're done! Try using different text and bands to make all kinds of different hats!


